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At Osage, plastics is its business

BECCA OWSLEY The News-Enterprise  13 hrs ago

Osage Plastics in Radcliff not only operates a business model out of recycling industrial plastics, but also contributes to a cleaner environmental

footprint.

The industrial plastics recycling company was incorporated in 2001, said Mike Carlon, president.

It started as a plastics recycling toll service company meaning companies that made injection mold plastic parts would send items to Osage Plastics to

recycle plastic products to be reused in production. Osage would shred and granulate that plastic for reuse for a toll service fee.

But to grow from there the company decided to make a change, Carlon said.

Now, the company secures their own scrap plastic to buy, recycle and resell to the market. It doesn’t necessarily go back to the original molder, but to

any company that uses a percentage of recycled material in their products, he said.

One of their big customers of recycled polypropylene makes underground septic tanks out of recycled plastic.

These companies often make items such as plastic flower pots, corrugated drainage pipes used in downspouts and plastic pallets.

Truckloads, eight to 10 a day, arrive at the plant with scrap plastic to process. Osage ships out about two to three truckloads of finished recycled

material each day.

Not all plastics are the same and there are different grades that can’t be mixed because they have different specs and unique characteristics, Carlon

said.

Mike Carlon is president of Osage Plastics. The business, located on South Wilson Road in Radcliff, recycles commercial plastic

waste into pellets that are sold to be used for commercial production.
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There’s more to recycling than just taking in plastic and dumping it into a machine.

To grow to another level of recycling, Carlon said the company wants to blend plastics to come up with a specific product specification for a higher
product level.

The specs of plastic products made from materials such as polypropylene can be different from each company that sends it. At the plant, plastic now
can be ground, processed and put into a mold machine that makes a part for testing. It will be tested for various properties such as strength and
density and then the results will be put into a database so the company can determine what can be blended for a certain specification of plastic.

Everything processed in the plant is post industrial plastic products that might have a slight defect that needs to be recycled.

Things such as plastic automotive gas tanks are run through a machine to be shredded. Plastic bumpers can be shredded and then ground into smaller
pellets.

The fork lift trucks used to move product are equipped with scales and iPads so when they are finished receiving a load, the information can
automatically be sent to the front office.

About 80 percent of the product is sold domestically and 20 percent internationally to countries like China and Vietnam, Carlon said.

The Radcliff location on Wilson Road is a single-shift operation of about 12-17 employees, he said.

Osage also has a company in San Antonio, Texas, that opened about four years ago.

Everything processed comes from industrial scrap and goes back into the industrial market. This means they don’t take in everyday recycling such as
bags and bottles from homeowners. That type of recycling is an entirely different market, Carlon said.

Through the process of industrial recycling, much of what would have gone to a landfill 20 years ago now is being made into a new product.

“We probably divert about 36 million pounds a year from the landfill,” Carlon said.

Carlon also wants Osage to be a part of growing the Radcliff economy.

He has been involved with the development of a business park and the Radcliff Small Business Association.

For more information about Osage Plastics, go to www.osageplastics.com.


